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At the heart of the fitness revolution stands Sebastien
Lagree, Lagree Fitness owner, developer and innovator seeking
to push all limitations of fitness as the world knows it. And
in the heart of the fitness mogul is the celebrity love story
that has brought him his wife, soulmate and business partner,
marrying both of their lives into one. In our exclusive
celebrity interview with the famous couple, the pair dishes on
celebrity clients and reveals how they balance their
relationship and love with their booming careers.
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Lagree has had a host of celebrity clients, ranging from Kim
Kardashian to Sofia Vergara to the First Lady herself,
Michelle Obama. “I have enjoyed working with all my
celebrities,” Lagree says. “Some were more personable than
others. For example, Sofia Vergara is very cool and she is
very funny.” Luckily, the celebrity trainer hasn’t had to deal
with any divas! “That would be the worst!” he says.
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and Love
It only took this famous couple five weeks from the moment
they met to say “I do” and take on the world as Mr. and Mrs.
Lagree. Other developments bearing the Lagree name took a bit
more time to come into fruition, but once Lagree crafted the
Lagree Fitness Method, a snowball of new innovations soon
followed. Lagree’s Supraformer released last month, joins the
ranks of the Proformer and Megaformer in the lineup that
breeds physical, emotional, spiritual, sexual, mental and
tactile awareness, according to Lagree. Entering 2016 it is
the same Lagree, bigger plans. Lagree will even be opening his
first fitness studio in Los Angeles, California this year as
well, with wife Danielle heading the studio operations.
Related Link: Ivanka Trump: “I Don’t Stress About Being
Balanced”
After duty calls, “Call of Duty” it is. In our celebrity
interview, Danielle reveals that marriage always comes first
in her book. The married couple always tries to fit in a game
of “Call of Duty” after a busy day working. Dinner dates,
movies, hiking, traveling and spa days are activities the
couple enjoys as well. But when stress relief is on the
agenda, the couple dives down deep into the depths of the
ocean with creatures that may frighten some. The couple that
shark dives together stays together, right? Well, that may not
be the only factor that contributes to a healthy relationship
and love. Lagree says he and his wife communicate and help
each other out a lot.
But for Danielle, the separation of home and work is key. “We
both love the work we do,” Danielle says. “Working with your
husband is quite different than the husband at home at night.

When we get home we try not to talk about anything work
related.” Lagree acknowledged that the beginning of
relationships are especially difficult because all you want to
do is spend time with your significant other. “Hopefully, your
partner has the same goals and will want to spend their time
the same way you do,” Lagree says.
Related Link: Arielle Ford Gives Relationship Advice in New
Book “Turn Your Mate Into Your Soulmate”
Perhaps fitness can be an area of common interest! “I think
that if both partners like to workout, it makes it a lot
easier to stay fit and healthy,” Lagree says. “We have a lot
of couples coming to the studio and workout together which I
think is awesome.” In fact, Lagree has created fitness
routines suited for both men and women with the interest of
couples in mind. “Getting or staying fit and healthy can be
enjoyed together and one does not have to choose between the
two,” he added.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Your Relationships And
Love Affect Your New Year’s Resolutions
The couple has a lot to look forward to in the year ahead
including Lagree’s autobiography, a documentary, the new
workout and the studio. Amidst all of the craziness Danielle
says, “You always need to find time to spend with the one you
love.” Diving with the sharks or staying dry for a nice walk
along the sand, it may not matter so much what you do, but who
you are doing it with.
You can keep up with Lagree Fitness by visiting their website!

